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CHRISTOPHER TAYLOR, AND YONGKANG XUE 
A multimodel comparison of the performance of land surface parameterization schemes 
increases understanding of the land-atmosphere feedback mechanisms over West Africa. 
that land surface condit ions over West Afr ica m a k e 
a s i g n i f i c a n t c o n t r i b u t i o n to th is var iab i l i ty (e.g., 
Nicholson 2 0 0 0 ; Phi l ippon et al. 2005) . The W e s t A f r i c a n m o n s o o n ( W A M ) c i r c u l a t i o n modulates the seasonal northward displacement o f the intertropical convergence zone ( ITCZ) . It is the 
main source o f precipitation over a large part o f West 
Africa. However, predominant ly relatively wet years 
during the 1950s and 1960s were followed by a much 
drier period during the 1970s and 1990s. Th is extreme 
rainfall variability corresponds to one o f the strongest 
interdecadal signals on the planet over the last half-
century. There is an urgent need to better understand 
and predict the W A M , because social stability in this 
region depends to a large degree on water resources. 
T h e economies are primari ly agrarian, and there are 
issues related to food security and health. In addition, 
there is increas ing pressure on the already l imi ted 
water resources in this region, owing to one o f the most 
rapidly increasing populations on the planet. 
N u m e r o u s researchers over the last three decades 
have investigated the nature o f the ex t reme rainfal l 
v a r i a b i l i t y (e.g., N i c h o l s o n 1 9 8 0 ; Le B a r b e et al . 
2002) . It has been shown that a s ignif icant part o f the 
interannual variabil i ty can be l inked to sea surface 
(sfc) temperature anomal ies (e.g., Fol land et al. 1986; 
Fonta ine and Janicot 1996), but there is also evidence 
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Importance of the land-atmosphere interactions on 
the WAM. T h e m o n s o o n f low is driven by l a n d - s e a 
t h e r m a l c o n t r a s t . T h e a t m o s p h e r e - l a n d s u r f a c e 
interact ions are modulated by the magni tude o f the 
associated n o r t h - s o u t h gradient o f heat and moisture 
in the lower atmosphere (Eltahir and G o n g 1996). T h e 
l inks between land surface processes and the W A M 
have b e e n d e m o n s t r a t e d in n u m e r o u s n u m e r i c a l 
s tudies us ing g lobal c l i m a t e m o d e l s ( G C M s ) a n d 
regional-scale a tmospher ic c l imate models ( R C M s ) 
over the last several decades. C h a r n e y (1975) were 
one o f the f irst set o f researchers to use a coupled 
land s u r f a c e - a t m o s p h e r e m o d e l to d e m o n s t r a t e a 
proposed positive feedback m e c h a n i s m between de-
creasing vegetation cover and the increase in drought 
condit ions across the Sahel region o f western Afr ica . 
Numerous model ing studies since have examined the 
inf luence o f the land surface on the W A M in terms o f 
surface albedo (e.g., Sud and Fennessy 1982; Laval and 
Picon 1986), the vegetation spatial distr ibution (e.g., 
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Xue and Shukla 1996; Xue et al. 2004 ; Li et al. 2007) , 
and the soil moisture (e.g., Walker and Rowntree 
1977; Cunnington and Rowntree 1986; Douville et al. 
2001). However, interpretation o f the results, from 
any one of such studies, must be tempered by the fact 
that there are substantial discrepancies in Afr ican 
land-atmosphere coupling strength among current 
state-of-the-art G C M s (Koster et al. 2002). 
There is also a need to study and provide estimates 
of changes in rainfall variability resulting from pre-
dicted global climate change. Indeed, studies using 
G C M s have indicated that the impact in this region 
could be further amplified, owing to surface anthro-
pogenic factors such as clearing the land of natural 
vegetation for crops and overgrazing (e.g., Xue et al. 
2004) . T h e above-ment ioned factors will not only 
affect the atmosphere but also the regional-scale hy-
drology in terms of changes in runoff regimes. This , 
in turn, would impact the quantity of water stored 
in surface reservoirs and the recharge of local and 
regional water tables. However, it should be noted that 
considerable progress is needed in order to develop 
reliable estimations of land-atmosphere impacts for 
G C M climate scenarios. A recent study examining the 
performance of G C M s within the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change ( IPCC) framework showed 
that models have significant problems simulating key 
aspects of the W A M for the present climate. Even the 
G C M s that show some skill produce considerably dif-
ferent West African climatologies at the end of this 
century (Cook and Vizey 2006) . 
Improving models in order to better understand and 
predict the WAM. T h e deficiencies, with respect to 
modeling the African monsoon, arise from both the 
paucity of observations at sufficient space- t ime reso-
lutions, and because of the complex interactions of 
the relevant processes between the biosphere, atmo-
sphere, and hydrosphere over this region. The African 
Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis ( A M M A ) has 
organized comprehensive activities in data collection 
and modeling to further increase our understanding 
of the relevant processes, in order to improve predic-
tion of the W A M (Redelsperger et al. 2006) . In terms 
of large-scale atmospheric mult imodel initiatives, 
the A M M A Model Intercomparison Project (MIP; 
Hourdin et al. 2010) intercompares G C M s and RCMs 
over a meridional transect in West Africa, focusing 
on seasonal prediction. The West African Monsoon 
Modeling and Evaluation ( W A M M E ) project utilizes 
such models to address issues regarding the role of 
o c e a n - l a n d - a e r o s o l - a t m o s p h e r e in terac t ions on 
W A M development (Xue et al. 2 0 0 9 , m a n u s c r i p t 
submitted to Climate Dyn.). T h e model ing o f the 
land surface component of the W A M is being ad-
dressed by the A M M A Land Surface Model (LSM) 
Intercomparison Project (ALMIP), which is the focus 
of this paper. 
Land surface modeling initiatives. In recent years, 
there have been a number of LSM intercomparison 
projects on an international level. In particular, the 
Pro jec t for the I n t e r c o m p a r i s o n of L a n d - S u r f a c e 
Parameter iza t ion Schemes (PILPS) has increased 
the u n d e r s t a n d i n g o f L S M s , and it has lead to 
m a n y model improvements . In phase 2 o f P ILPS 
(Henderson-Sellers et al. 1995), LSMs were used in 
so-cal led off l ine mode (i.e., the LSM is uncoupled 
from an atmospheric model and is therefore driven 
using prescribed atmospheric forcing either f rom 
observations, satellite products, atmospheric model 
data, or some combination of those three sources), 
and the resul t ing s imula t ions were c o m p a r e d to 
observat ional data. T h e first attempt by PILPS to 
address LSM behavior at a regional scale was under-
taken in PILPS-2c ( W o o d et al. 1998). T h e Global 
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Soil Wetness Project , Phase 2 (GSWP-2 ; Dirmeyer 
et al. 2006a) was an offl ine global-scale LSM inter-
comparison study that produced the equivalent of 
a land surface reanalysis consisting in 10-yr global 
datasets of soil moisture, surface fluxes, and related 
hydrological quantites. The Rhone aggregation LSM 
intercomparison project (Boone et al. 2004) differed 
from the above-mentioned studies because the impact 
of changing the spatial scale on the LSM simulations 
was investigated. The main idea behind A L M I P is to 
take advantage of the significant international effort 
of the intensive field campaign and the various mod-
eling efforts in order to better understand the role of 
land surface processes in the W A M . 
ALMIP SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES. The strategy 
proposed in A M M A is to break the various compo-
nents of the fully coupled system into more manage-
able portions. The first step is to begin with the LSM 
in offl ine mode. The multimodel offl ine technique 
has been used by numerous intercomparison projects 
(see appendix B). It is also used in operational land 
data assimilation systems (LDASs), such as the North 
American LDAS (NLDAS; Mitchell et al. 2004) and 
the Global LDAS (GLDAS; Rodell et al. 2 0 0 4 ) for 
potential operational N W P applications. In addition, 
Douville et al. (2001) assimilated offline soil moisture 
into a G C M , as a proxy for reality, to study W A M 
surface-atmosphere feedback mechanisms. 
Off l ine results have also been used for improved 
a t m o s p h e r i c m o d e l i n i t i a l i z a t i o n . For e x a m p l e , 
A L M I P results are currently being used for numer-
ous mesoscale case studies within A M M A [such as 
a study of feedbacks between dust emissions and the 
atmosphere in Tulet et al. (2008)] , and to examine 
the inf luence o f ini t ia l soil mois ture on N W P at 
the European Centre for M e d i u m - R a n g e Weather 
Forecasts ( E C M W F ; A. Agusti-Panareda 2009, per-
sonal communication) . In addition, A L M I P results 
have also been recently used for evaluating the land 
surface component of G C M and R C M (e.g., Steiner et 
al. 2009; Hourdin et al. 2010; Boone et al. 2009; Xue 
et al. 2009, manuscript submitted to Climate Dyn). 
The idea is to force state-of-the-art land surface 
models with the best quality and highest (space and 
time) resolution data available to better understand 
the key processes and their corresponding scales. 
T h e A L M I P t h e r e f o r e has t h e f o l l o w i n g m a i n 
objectives: 
1) intercompare results from an ensemble of state-
of-the-art models and study model sensitivity to 
different parameterizations and forcing inputs; 
2) determine which processes are missing, or are not 
adequately modeled, by the current generation of 
LSMs over this region; 
3) e x a m i n e h o w t h e v a r i o u s L S M r e s p o n d to 
changing the spatial scale (three scales will be 
analyzed: local, mesoscale, and regional); 
4) Develop a multimodel climatology of "realistic" 
high-resolution (multiscale) soil moisture, surface 
fluxes, and water and energy budget diagnostics 
at the surface (which can then be used for coupled 
land-atmosphere model evaluation, case studies, 
etc.); and 
5) evaluate how relatively simple LSMs simulate the 
vegetation response to the atmospheric forcing on 
seasonal and interannual t ime scales. 
A L M I P is an o n g o i n g p r o j e c t , a n d p h a s e 1 
( regional -scale studies), which addresses i tems 1 
and 4, has recently been completed; highlights from 
these items will be presented in this paper. In terms 
of item 1, the LSMs have run three multiyear experi-
ments to explore LSM sensitivity to different input 
meteorological forcings. We present a brief overview 
of intercomparison results, along with some examples 
of evaluation efforts, which are under way (item 4). 
The next phase of A L M I P (phase 2) will begin this 
year, and it will address the remaining items (2, 3, 
and 5) by focusing on the meso- and local scales. We 
will also give general conclusions from phase 1 and 
perspectives for the next phase of ALMIP. 
LAND SURFACE MODEL FORCING AND 
E X P E R I M E N T S . T h e creat ion o f a mul t i sca le 
low-level atmospheric forcing database over land is 
essential for a coherent multidisciplinary study with 
diverse LSMs. The forcing database is composed of 
land surface parameters, atmospheric state variables, 
precipitation, and downwelling radiative fluxes. The 
database has three scales (regional, mesoscale, and 
local), but we only used the regional-scale data for 
A L M I P phase 1 described here. All of the models use 
the same computational grid at a 0.50° spatial resolu-
tion (see domain in Fig. 1). The same soil-vegetation 
database is used for all experiments (see appendix 
A). Three experiments explored the LSM sensitivity 
to different input meteorological forcings (notably 
precipitation, which is the most critical field). 
Control atmospheric forcing. The atmospheric forcing is 
based on the E C M W F N W P model forecasts for the 
years 2 0 0 2 - 0 7 . The forcing variables consist in the 
air temperature, specific humidity, and wind com-
ponents at 10 m, the surface pressure, the total and 
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FIG. I. The A L M I P regional -sca le (phase I) mode l doma i n . The t h r e e 
mesosca le supe rs i t es a re i n d i c a t ed by boxes : Ma l i ( b l u e ) , N i g e r 
(o range) , and Ben in ( r ed ) . T he Sahel box ( r e f e r r ed t o he re in ) is rep-
resen ted also (v io le t ) . T he co lo r shading co r responds t o t h e annua l 
average leaf a rea index ( L A I ; m 2 m" 2 ) f r o m t h e Ecoc l imap database. 
convective rain rates, and the downwelling longwave 
and shortwave radiative fluxes (see appendix A for 
more details). There are, of course, several operational 
global-scale N W P models to choose from for forcing 
data. W h e n A L M I P began (in 2003), E C M W F data 
were selected because the forecast data were available 
at approximately 5 0 - k m spatial resolution over West 
Africa, and this model simulated the regional-scale 
circulation over West Africa (e.g., Nuret et al. 2007) 
relatively well. These data comprise the experiment 
1 or control forcing. 
Merged atmospheric forcing. Because o f the scarcity 
of surface observations over most of western Africa, 
remotely sensed data are needed for creating large-
scale LSM forcing. T h e corresponding algori thms 
are generally cal ibrated, or supplemented, by any 
available local-scale data. Satel l i te-based data are 
most commonly available for the downwelling solar 
and atmospheric radiative fluxes and the rainfall . 
T h e radiative f luxes f rom the O c e a n and Sea Ice 
Satellite Applicat ion Faci l i ty (OSI SAF; on l ine at 
www.os i - sa f .org) for 2 0 0 4 and the Land Surface 
Analysis Satell ite Applicat ion Faci l i ty (LSA SAF; 
Geiger et al. 2008) fluxes for 2 0 0 5 - 0 7 are substituted 
for the corresponding N W P fluxes in experiments 
2 and 3. They have been evaluated over this region 
(and this work is ongoing as more observational data 
become available). 
Rainfall is the most problematic variable produced 
by N W P models , especial ly over West Afr ica . In 
ALMIP, however, we are limited to rainfall products 
with maximum time steps on the order of a few hours, 
because the LSMs in A L M I P resolve the diurnal cycle. 
Most of the precipitation events are 
convective, and thus relatively short 
lived for a given point. The Estima-
tion des Pluies par Satellite Seconde 
G e n e r a t i o n ( E P S A T - S G ; C h o p i n 
et al. 2 0 0 4 ) precipi tat ion product 
from the A M M A satellite componet 
(AMMA-SAT; online at ammasat.ipsl. 
polytechnique.fr) offers the appropri-
ate resolution and was developed es-
pecially to merge satellite and ground 
observations. This rainfall data were 
used for experiment 2. 
The research community has in-
creasingly demanded a longer-term 
record o f sur face f luxes and soil 
moisture. However, the experiment 2 
precipitation data are only available 
dur ing the core m o n s o o n per iod 
(May-June) from 2 0 0 4 to 2006 . For this reason, we 
ran an additional experiment (experiment 3) with the 
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission ( T R M M ) pre-
cipitation product 3 B - 4 2 (Huffman et al. 2007) from 
2002 to 2007 (hereafter this product is referred to as 
T R M M in this paper). The T R M M rainfall estimates 
combine calibrated microwave and infrared precipita-
tion estimates, rescaled to monthly gauge data, and 
have a 3-h t ime step. Nicholson et al. (2003) showed 
that T R M M - c o m b i n e d products performed well on 
a monthly t ime scale over West Africa compared to 
other available products.1 
The E C M W F model captures most of the main 
dynamical features of the W A M , but the simulated 
monsoon precipitation does not extend far enough to 
the north (Fig. 2a). Clearly, experiment 2 precipita-
tion shows a northward displacement of the mon-
soon characterized by both increased precipitation 
to the north (roughly north of 8°N) and decreased 
values along the southern coast. In particular, the 
exper iment 2 rainfal l is approximately 9% higher 
over the Sahel region (indicated in Fig. 1) where the 
experiment 1 2 0 0 6 June-September (JJAS) average 
rainfall is 3.8 kg m 2 day -1, with the largest local rela-
tive increases over the northern part of this region. 
Further evidence of this problem will be given in the 
"Simulation evaluation methodology" section using 
satellite-based information. Downwelling shortwave 
radiation shows the same difference (Fig. 2b). T h e 
experiment 2 values are generally lower where pre-
1 Note that the TRMM product has evolved since the above-
mentioned study, but studies within AMMA have more 
recently come to the same conclusion. 
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cipitation and clouds have increased (the difference 
correspondes to about a 1% Sahel-average decrease 
for JJAS in experiment 2, although local decreases 
approach approximately 10%). This comparison em-
phasizes the importance of ancillary information to 
derive LSM forcings to reduce N W P model defaults or 
biases. The ultimate goal of A L M I P is to obtain more 
realistic estimates of surface processes. 
S I M U L A T E D SURFACE PROCESSES. 
Previous intercomparison studies have highlighted 
the necessity to use an ensemble of LSMs. Each in-
dividual model has its own biases and errors. Eleven 
LSMs participated in A L M I P phase 1 (see Table 2 and 
appendix B). Nine of the models used the provided 
Ecocl imap database soil and monthly varying veg-
etation parameter information; two LSMs used their 
native set of parameters. This implies that most of 
the model differences should be related to physics as 
opposed to parameters. 
of using the satellite-merged forcing is quite signifi-
cant. Evap increases over 1 kg m~2 day -1 (with local 
increases of well over 2 kg m 2 day -1) covering a large 
region north of approximately 8°N, with decreases 
along the southern West African coast. This response 
is consistent with the experiments 2 and 1 precipitation 
and radiation forcing differences shown in Fig. 2. 
Even though different satellite-based precipita-
tion products are merged with observational data, 
they can still have significant differences. Therefore, 
we compared A L M I P results for the three different 
forcing datasets. For each LSM and year from 2 0 0 4 
to 2 0 0 6 in Fig. 4, the J JAS r u n o f f ratio (the ratio 
o f the total r u n o f f to the rainfall) for the Sahel is 
plotted as a funct ion o f the latent heat ratio (here 
defined as the ratio of the latent to the net radiative 
flux). A low r u n o f f ratio implies that much of the 
rainfall is going into evaporation or soil water stor-
age (and therefore little is left for river flow). T h e 
latent heat ratio gives an estimate o f the fraction of 
Intercomparison overview. O n e o f 
the most critical land surface fields 
is evapotranspirat ion (Evap). Th is 
flux forms the critical l ink between 
l a n d s u r f a c e h y d r o l o g y a n d t h e 
a tmosphere . Despite the fact that 
the LSMs are using the same input 
atmospheric forcing, they show dif-
ferences in the Evap spatial distribu-
tion in experiment 2 (Fig. 3). O f par-
ticular importance for the W A M are 
intermodel differences over the Sahel 
(essentially north of approximately 
10°N). T h e meridional gradient o f 
Evap is a m a x i m u m in this region 
during the monsoon season. W h e n 
averaged over - 1 0 ° to 10°E longitude, 
the gradient varies among the LSMs 
by up to approximately a factor of 2 
(with the LSMs fairly equally distrib-
uted within this range). Because this 
gradient is coupled with the W A M 
circula t ion and intensi ty (E l tahir 
and Gong 1996), the strength of the 
feedbacks in different fully coupled 
land-atmosphere models could vary 
cons iderab ly , b e c a u s e o f s u r f a c e 
Evap parameterizat ion differences 
(Dirmeyer et al. 2006b). 
The difference between the multi-
model average Evap in experiments 2 
and 1 (Fig. 3p) shows that the impact 
FIG. 2. (a) The JJAS average ra in fa l l r a te (Ra in f ) f o r 2006 f r o m exper i -
m e n t 2 (EPSAT E C M W F fo rc ing ) less t h a t f r o m e x p e r imen t I ( pu re 
E C M W F fo rc ing ) is shown, (b ) T he co r r espond i ng d i f f e rence f o r t h e 
downwe l l i ng sho r twave rad i a t i on ( S W d o w n ) is shown also, f o r wh i ch 
e x p e r imen t 2 f o r c i ng consists in LSA SAF E C M W F da ta . 
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FIG. 3. T h e average Evap ( m m day"1) f r o m e x p e r ime n t 2 f o r 2006 f o r 14 LSMs (see Tab le 2 f o r a l ist o f mode l 
a c r onyms ) , (o) T he m u l t i m o d e l A V G is shown , (p ) T he d i f f e rence of t h e m u l t i m o d e l average Evap ( e x p e r imen t 
2 m inus e x p e r imen t I ) f o r t h e same t i m e pe r i od is shown. 
FIG. 4. Compa r i s o n of t h e r uno f f r a t i o ( r a t i o o f t o t a l r uno f f t o ra in fa l l ) t o t h e 
r a t i o o f l a t en t hea t t o ne t r ad i a t i on f l ux . Each do t rep resen ts an LSM s imu la -
t i o n averaged over t he Sahel f o r t h e pe r i od f r o m JJAS, inc lus ive. The g reen 
l ine represents a l inear regress ion of t he po in ts fo r all years ( 2 0 0 4 - 0 6 ) . Results 
a re shown using d i f f e r en t f o r c i ng inpu ts f o r each pane l : t h e ra in fa l l amoun t s 
increased w i t h each successive e x p e r imen t . 
the available energy at the surface used to evaporate 
water. T h e r e m a i n i n g fract ion goes into heat ing the 
atmosphere . 
It can be seen f r o m Fig. 4 that the N W P forcing 
ra infal l ( exper iment 1) results in an L S M average 
r u n o f f rat io o f 0 . 0 1 2 . Near ly all o f the r a i n f a l l is 
e v a p o r a t e d , but t h i s st i l l 
l e a v e s m o s t o f t h e s u r -
f a c e e n e r g y f o r s e n s i b l e 
heat ing o f the a tmosphere 
( t h e L S M a v e r a g e l a t e n t 
heat ra t io is 0 .31) . T h e r e 
is essential ly no statist ical 
r e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n th e 
two ra t ios . T h e r e is 6 0 % 
less ra infa l l and 5 0 % less 
evaporation in exper iment 
1 t h a n in e x p e r i m e n t 2 
over the Sahel (see Fig. 2). 
T h e la rger e x p e r i m e n t 2 
r a i n f a l l i n c r e a s e s b o t h 
the r u n o f f and latent heat 
ra t ios ( the average latent 
heat ratio has increased to 0.51 in Fig. 4). T h e experi-
ment 3 ra infal l ( T R M M ) is even larger, result ing in 
2 5 % m o r e rainfal l and 18% more evaporat ion than 
that in exper iment 2. T h e r e are m u c h larger r u n o f f 
ratios, and there is a greater statist ical relat ionship 
between the latent heat and r u n o f f ratios (the cor-
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relation is - 0 . 6 1 ) ; for the same 
input rainfall , increased r u n o f f 
results in lower evaporation. In 
terms of physical processes, the 
m o d e l s w i t h the least s u r f a c e 
r u n o f f in e x p e r i m e n t s 2 and 3 
tend to have the largest latent 
heat ratios, but for the remaining 
models there is no obvious rela-
t ionship . In e x p e r i m e n t 3, the 
rainfall exceeds the evaporative 
demand in many of the models, 
at t imes , resulting in consider-
ably more runoff (therefore more 
water is available for river 
flow). The LSM simulation 
o f river f low is current ly 
being investigated, and it 
will be addressed in more 
d e t a i l in A L M I P p h a s e 
2 . F i n a l l y , in t h e S a h e l , 
the average i n t e r e x p e r i -
m e n t d i f f e r e n c e s are far 
l a r g e r t h a n t h e a v e r a g e 
o f the i n t e r m o d e l dif fer-
ences for each experiment. 
This highlights the need to 
use satellite-based forcing 
data , whenever poss ib le , 
to c o r r e c t N W P m o d e l 
systematic biases. 
TABLE 1. S u m m a r y o f A L M I P phase 1 f o r c i n g i npu t s f o r each o f 
t h r e e e x p e r i m e n t s . H e r e N W P da t a r e f e r t o t hose f r o m t h e 
E C M W F f o r ecas t mo d e l . SAF re fe r s t o d a t a f r o m t h e OS I SAF 
( f o r 2004 ) and t h e LSA SAF ( 2 0 0 5 - 0 7 ) . EPSAT and T R M M 3B42 
c o r r e s p ond t o p r e c i p i t a t i o n p r o du c t s cons i s t i ng o f m e r g i n g 
sa te l l i t e -based and ra i n -gauge e s t ima t e s . See t e x t f o r m o r e de ta i l s . 
E x p e r i m e n t : 
T i m e p e r i o d 
Me t e o r o l o g i c a l 
s t a t e va r i ab l e 
sou r ce 
I n c om i n g 
r ad i a t i v e f l u x 
sou rce 
P r e c i p i t a t i o n 
sou rce 
1 : 2002 -06 N W P N W P N W P 
2: 2004-06 N W P Merged NWP and SAF 
Merged N W P 
and EPSAT 
3 :2002 -07 N W P SAF TRMM 3B42 
Characterization of the 
water and energy budgets by 
the LSM ensemble. Gao and 
D i r m e y e r ( 2 0 0 6 ) showed 
t h e a d v a n t a g e s a n d i m -
proved realism of using a 
mult i -LSM model average 
to study simulated surface 
properties. They presented 
several different weighting 
techniques f rom the sim-
ple average to one us ing 
o p t i m i z e d w e i g h t s t h a t 
minimized errors based on 
observations. The low spa-
tial density of surface observations over West Africa 
precluded such optimization techniques, so we used 
the simple ensemble mean of the ALMIP-s imulated 
surface fluxes (see appendix B for further details). 
Figure 5 presents a summary of the water and energy 
budgets simulated by the LSMs and the ensemble LSM 
FIG. 5. A c ompa r i s on o f t h e mean (so l id bars) w a t e r and ene rgy budge t c o m p o -
nen ts s imu l a t ed by t h e LSMs f o r t h r e e years us ing T R M M ra in fa l l ( e x p e r i m e n t 
3 ) . T h e means c o r r e s p ond t o t h e average ove r t h e Sahe l zone (F ig . I ) , t h e 
4 - m o n t h p e r i o d o f JJAS (us ing da i l y va lues ) , and m o r e t h a n n ine LSMs. T h e 
spa t ia l , t e m p o r a l , and i n t r a m o d e l va r i ances a re r e p r e s en t e d by t h e wh i t e -
f i l l ed , s t r i p p l e d , and c r oss -ha t ched bars , respec t i ve l y . 
mean during JJAS for experiment 3 from 2004 to 2006 
over the Sahel. These are respectively defined as 
Rainfall = SfcRunoff + Drainage + DelSoilMoist + Evap, 
SWnet + LWnet ~= Sensible Heat Flux + Latent Heat Flux, 
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where DelSoilMoist represents the soil water storage 
change. Note that over the averaging period, the sur-
face heat storage and the ground heat f lux are much 
smaller than the other terms, and are negected here. 
T h e Sahel has a pro longed dry season ( las t ing 
approx imate ly five m o n t h s ) , fol lowed by a steady 
increase in ra infa l l s tar t ing in about Apri l wi th a 
peak during late July or August . Finally, there is a 
more rapid decrease until about the end o f October . 
T h e rainfall in 2 0 0 6 lagged approximately two weeks 
compared to that in 2 0 0 4 . T h e rainfall began early in 
2005 , but there was a lull (and a suppression of rainfall 
in the southern Sahel) unti l mid- to late July. T h e n , 
rainfall rapidly increased northward. Despite these 
differences, the average rainfall f rom T R M M varies 
by just a few percent between the three years (Fig. 5a), 
as do the temporal and spatial variances. 
T h e surface overland r u n o f f (Fig. 5b) is slightly 
larger than the drainage (Fig. 5c). These two terms 
have the largest relative variability, as well as the least 
agreement between the LSMs, because the intramodel 
variance is comparable to the average. T h e drainage 
has the largest i n t r a - L S M var iance , but this is not 
surprising, because this variable is modulated by the 
surface runoff, the storage dynamics, vertical transfer, 
and finally, the evaporative uptake (in a sense, drain-
age is like a residual after the other above-mentioned 
processes have acted). 
T h e soil water storage change (Fig. 5d) average is 
comparable in magnitude to the total runoff. O f note, 
it has an extremely large temporal variance. This is di-
rectly related and similar in magnitude to the temporal 
variance o f the rainfall. The average soil water content 
(not shown) simulated by the LSMs is quite different. 
This is usually the case among LSMs (e.g., Dirmeyer 
et al. 2 0 0 6 a ) . Nonetheless , the relative i n t r a m o d e l 
agreement of the soil water storage change among the 
LSMs is quite good. Th e soil water dynamics are simu-
lated in a fairly consistent manner in this region. 
T h e remaining water budget variable is the evapo-
transpiration. This variable is the largest s ink term (it 
corresponds to slightly more than 6 0 % o f the rainfall 
for each o f the three years). T h e relative variances are 
fairly low, and the LSMs generally agree. T h e sensible 
heat f lux (Fig. 5f) is slightly lower than the latent heat 
flux, on average; but again, the relative variances are 
TABLE 2. L i s t i ng o f m o d e l g r oups p a r t i c i p a t i n g in A L M I P . T h e i n s t i t u t e i nd i ca tes w h e r e t h e A L M I P m o d e l 
s imu l a t i o n was p e r f o r m e d . A r e c en t m o d e l r e f e r ence is g i ven . T h e s t r u c t u r e used f o r A L M I P is s hown in 
t h e r i g h t m o s t c o l u m n w h e r e "L" r e p r e sen t s t h e n u m b e r o f v e r t i c a l soi l layers , "E" r e p r e sen t s t h e n u m b e r 
o f e ne r g y budge t s pe r t i l e (a sepa ra t e budge t f o r snow cove r is n o t cons i de r ed he r e ) , and SV c o r r e sponds 
t o t h e s o i l - v e ge t a t i o n p a r a m e t e r s used. T i l e r e f e r s t o t h e m a x i m u m n u m b e r o f c o m p l e t e l y i n d ependen t 
l and su r face t y pes p e r m i t t e d w i t h i n each g r i d box . 
Mode l a c r o n y m I n s t i t u t e Recen t r e f e r ence A L M I P s t r u c t u r e 
a) TESSEL, 
b) CTESSEL, 
c) HTESSEL 
ECMWF, Reading, 
United Kingdom 
a) Van den Hurk and Viterbo (2003), 
b) Lafont et al. (2006), 
c) Balsamo et al. (2009) 
4L, 6 tiles, IESV: ECMWF 
a) ORCHIDEE-CHOIS, 
b) ORCHIDEE-CWRR IPSL, Paris, France 
a) Krinner et al. (2005), 
b) d'Orgeval et al. (2008) 
a) 2L, b) ML, 13 tiles, IESV: 
Ecoclimap 
a) ISBA, b) ISBA-DF CNRM, Meteo-France, Toulouse, France 
a) Noilhan and Mahfouf (1996), 
b) Boone et al. (2000) 
a) 3L, b)5L, 1 tile, IESV: 
Ecoclimap 
JULES CEH, Wallingford, United Kingdom Essery et al. (2003) 4L, 9 tiles, IE SV: Ecoclimap 
SETHYS CETP/LSCE, Velizy, France/ Gif-sur-Yvette, France Coudert et al. (2006) 2L, 12 tiles, 2E SV: Ecoclimap 
IBIS ISE-Montpellier, France; SAGE, U W Madison—Madison, W l Kucharik et al. (2000) 6L, 1 tile, 8E SV: Ecoclimap 
NOAH CETP/LSCE (NCEP) Chen and Dudhia (2001), Decharme (2007) 7L, 12 tiles, IESV: Ecoclimap 
CLSM UPMC, Paris, France Koster et al. (2000) 3L, 5 tiles, 3E SV: Ecoclimap 
M SHE University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark Graham and Butts (2006) 42L, 1 tile, IESV: Ecoclimap 
SSiB LETG, Nantes, France; UCLA, Los Angeles, CA Xue et al. (1991) 3L, 1 tile, 2E SV: SSiB 
SWAP IWP, Moscow, Russia Gusev et al. (2006) 3L, 1 tile, IESV: Ecoclimap 
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fairly low. T h i s implies that for a 
given rainfall over this region, the 
various LSMs simulate the surface-
a t m o s p h e r e t r a n s f e r o f heat and 
moisture fairly consistently. 
The net longwave and shortwave 
radiation fluxes (Figs. 5g,h, respec-
tively) have the lowest variances in 
the energy budget , especia l ly the 
intramodel variance, as expected. 
The prescribed downwelling fluxes 
dominate the forcing input, and the 
vast majority of the LSMs used the 
prescr ibed surface character is t i cs 
(albedo and emissivity). The spatial 
and t e m p o r a l net longwave vari -
ances are a bit larger than those for 
the shortwave radiation, and they 
vary more from year to year. This 
results because there is a significant 
contribution from the simulated sur-
face temperature (which is the result 
o f the computat ion o f the surface 
energy budget). 
SIMULATION EVALUATION 
M E T H O D O L O G Y . T h e o b v i 
ous problem, in doing s imula t ions over western 
Africa (and, in fact, for many large domain area ap-
plications), is the lack of appropriate evaluation data. 
However, in A M M A , considerable effort has been 
put into addressing such issues by processing remote 
sensing datasets and by establishing several dense 
surface observational networks along a meridional 
transect (Fig. 1; see also Redelsperger et al. 2006) . In 
this paper, we give examples of A L M I P LSM evalu-
ation methods at the gridbox scale and over a large-
scale region. 
Gridbox evaluation. Comparing local f lux data with 
model output over a grid square is a scale problem. 
It is generally only useful if the grid-square surface 
parameters and forcing data are consistent with those 
observed at the local scale. There can be significant 
subgrid heterogeneity on the grid-square scale. This 
problem is being addressed in A L M I P using spatially 
aggregated surface f lux data. We give an example 
for the Mali supersite square (an approximately 60 x 
60 km 2 area; see Fig. 1), which is typical of the grid 
size of global-scale N W P models and relatively high-
resolution GCMs. 
Figure 6 compares the observed upscaled surface 
sensible heat f lux Qh with the multimodel A L M I P 
FIG. 6. The 3-yr average ( 2 0 0 5 - 0 7 ) observed Qh fo r t he t h ree local sites 
are ind ica ted by t he nonf i l led symbols , and t he shaded green area cor -
responds t o t he spread of t he spat ial ly aggregated f luxes ( represen t ing 
t h e 60 X 60 km 2 mesoscale doma i n ) . The sol id pu rp le curves enclose 
a reg ion bounded by ± one s tanda rd dev ia t ion abou t t h e A L M I P LSM 
average Qh averaged over 2005-07. N o t e t h a t e x pe r imen t 3 resul ts 
a re used here because t hey ex t end t o 2007. The observed f l ux da ta 
fo r th is f i gu re we r e t a ken f r o m T i m o u k e t al. ( 2 0 0 9 ) . 
spread (both averaged here over 10-day periods) for 
a single grid box. The spread of spatially aggregated 
surface fluxes is computed as the range in aggregated 
Qh. The different aggregated values were computed 
using different weighting schemes based on the spatial 
coverage of the dominant vegetation type at each site, 
and the ranges in the soil types, the surface albedo, and 
the coverage of standing water using remotely sensed 
data (see Timouk et al. 2009 for further details). 
Each of the three observation sites in Fig. 6 rep-
resents a very different land cover type: Kelma is a 
low-lying marsh during the wet season and ensuing 
months (hence,the negative Qh values); Eguerit is very 
dry and rocky (soils quickly drain, thus Qh remains 
relatively high all year); and Agoufou has sparse, low 
vegetation. This is the dominant vegetation coverage 
over the mesoscale area, and the A L M I P land cover 
for this grid box from Ecocl imap (87% bare soil and 
13% tropical grassland) is most consistent with the 
characteristics of this site. 
A L M I P LSM average Qh values are approximately 
70 W rrr2 just before the onset of the summer rains 
(prior to yearday 180 in Fig. 6). They are approxi-
mately 2 times lower during the core monsoon period 
(yeardays 2 0 0 - 2 6 0 ) . After yearday 260, Qh rapidly 
increases as the rains cease. However, Qh begins to 
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FIG. 7. ( t o p le f t ) The sur face b r igh tness t e m p e r a t u r e (TB) obse rved f r o m AMSR-E is shown ( t o p l e f t ) , wh i l e t h e 
7~b values s imu la t ed by several A L M I P mode l s are shown in t he r ema i n i n g panels. T he spat ia l c o r r e l a t i o n coef-
f i c i en t is i nd i ca ted in paren theses . Da t a f o r th i s f i gu re we r e t a ken f r o m de Rosnay e t al. (2009 ) . 
decline again after yearday 280 in response to reduced 
incoming radiation. The LSM average simulated Qh 
response to the wet season and the subsequent dry 
down are similar to the dynamic of the observed aver-
age Qh. There was far less year-to-year variability (not 
shown in Fig. 6) than intersite variability. 
Large-scale surface evaluation. Within the joint frame-
work of the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) 
satellite mission and A M M A , we evaluated A L M I P 
soil moisture for 2 0 0 6 for eight LSMs from experi-
ment 2 (whose results had already been processed). 
T h e A L M I P Microwave Emiss ion Model ( M E M ) 
couples A L M I P soil m o i s t u r e and t e m p e r a t u r e 
outputs to the C o m m u n i t y Microwave Emiss ion 
Model ( C M E M ; de Rosnay et al. 2009). It permits a 
quantification of the relative impact of land surface 
model ing and radiative transfer model ing on the 
simulated brightness temperature background errors. 
We evaluated A L M I P M E M brightness temperatures 
for 2 0 0 6 against Advanced Microwave S c a n n i n g 
Radiometer for Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) 
C-band data provided by the National Snow and Ice 
Data Center (NSIDC). This work (Fig. 7) has been a 
part of the effort to test different forward models for 
data assimilation in the E C M W F model. 
For each LSM, a simple correction has been applied 
to the simulated brightness temperatures based on the 
annual mean bias. LSMs need to reproduce features 
such as the observed wet patch centered at yearday 210 
and 15.5°N, which can induce mesoscale circulations 
(Taylor et al. 2007) . All of the LSMs capture this wet 
patch, but they either overestimate or underestimate 
the amplitude. However, Fig. 7 and the Taylor dia-
gram in Fig. 8 emphasize the general good agreement 
between the forward approach and the AMSR-E . 
In this study, C M E M has been used with the 
Kirdyashev vegetation opacity model (Kirdyashev 
et al. 1979) and the Wang and Schmugge dielectric 
model ( W a n g and Schmugge 1980) satellite data. 
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Except ions are the E C M W F L S M s using the old 
hydrology ( T E S S E L and CTESSEL) , which overes-
timated the variance. The newer (now operational) 
scheme has excellent agreement (HTESSEL), although 
the correlation has decreased. 
This analysis also indirectly evaluates the A L M I P 
experiment 2 precipitation forcing. The LSMs were 
forced by pure NWP-based forcing data (meaning no 
satellite or observational data were used, see experi-
ment 1), and the C M E M results were poor compared 
to the A M S R - E data (not shown here). In the future, 
we plan to rerun these tests using e x p e r i m e n t 3 
outputs. For a more in-depth analysis of these results, 
see de Rosnay et al. (2009). 
Large-scale subsurface evaluation. Knowledge of the 
land surface water storage is important for estimating 
vegetation growth, and it may hold a key to increasing 
long-range a tmospher ic predic tabi l i ty over West 
Africa. However, even though numerous local-scale 
site measurements are now available within A M M A , 
measurements of the land water storage are not available 
at the regional scale. The Gravity Recovery and Climate 
Exper iment (GRACE) satellite mission accurately 
measures gravity field variations, which are inverted 
to retrieve terrestrial water storage variations. Various 
products, based on different retrieval methods, are avail-
able. Here we present results using one of the most recent 
methods (Lemoine et al. 2007). G R A C E has already 
been used with success to estimate regional-scale water 
storage in LSM studies (e.g., Zaitchik et al. 2008). 
For 2 0 0 5 - 0 6 , GRACE soil moisture seasonal am-
plitudes are larger than those simulated by the ALMIP 
models, although the experiment 3 results are much 
closer than the exper iment 1 results using N W P 
forcing. Indeed, this is further evidence that satellite-
based remote sensing offers an improvement to N W P 
forcing data. The experiment 3 temporal correlation 
for the two years is quite good (0.90). The differences 
in the amplitudes (the temporal variance for the mean 
of the A L M I P LSM is 29 kg n r 2 , while it is 45 kg n r 2 
for GRACE) can be due to a deficit in the precipitation 
forcing, or to an overestimation of the water storage 
anomalies derived from GRACE during the dry season. 
It is also possible that the A L M I P LSMs do not use 
sufficiently deep soil depths (in most LSMs, drained 
water is not retained in the vertical column, but rather 
it is assumed to be lost to the nearest river). Note that 
results from experiment 2 are not shown in Fig. 9, but 
in fact the water variation amplitude is smaller than 
that in experiment 3. This is consistent with the lower 
rainfall (used in experiment 2). A study is currently 
under way that shows that the satellite data reproduce 
the A L M I P experiment 3 LSM-modeled interannual 
variability over the Sahel during the study time period 
(2002-07) . The next step is to use discharge to estimate 
the regional-scale evaporation. 
C O N C L U S I O N S . There is a need to better un-
derstand l a n d - a t m o s p h e r e and hydrological pro-
cesses over western Africa because of their potential 
feedbacks with the W A M circulation. This is being 
addressed through a multiscale modeling approach 
using an ensemble of LSMs that relies on dedicated, 
satellite-based forcing and land surface parameter 
products, and data from the A M M A observational 
field campaigns. The idea is to have the best estimate 
of surface processes for initializing and evaluating the 
surface component of atmospheric models, and to de-
termine which LSM processes agree the least (in order 
to eventually improve the corresponding physics). 
The far-reaching goal of this effort is to obtain better 
understanding and prediction of the W A M to improve 
water management and agricultural practices. 
Off l ine , mul t i -LSM simulations using a m i x o f 
N W P and sa te l l i te -based forc ing data c o m p r i s e 
the equivalent of a multimodel reanalysis product. 
This represents the best estimate of the land surface 
processes over large-scale regions (Dirmeyer et al. 
2006a) , and A L M I P has produced such an analysis 
for West Africa from 2 0 0 4 to 2007. The use of using 
satellite-based forcings to correct systematic biases in 
N W P meteorological forcing significantly improves 
FIG. 8. Tay lo r d i ag r am of t h e s ta t i s t i ca l eva lua t i on of 
t h e s imu l a t ed A L M I P JR va lues. Da t a f o r th i s f i gu re 
we r e t a ken f r o m de Rosnay e t al. (2009) . 
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FIG. 9. Compa r i s on of t h e soil mo i s t u r e s to rage change 
anoma l y de r i ved f r o m t h e G R A C E sa te l l i t e p r o d u c t 
(b lack cu rve ) t o t w o s imu la t i ons by t h e A L M I P LSMs 
over t h e Sahel f r o m 2005 t o 2006. The b lue l ines en-
closed t he mean plus t he r oo t -mean - squa re d i f fe rence 
f o r resu l t s f r o m e x p e r i m e n t I (us ing N W P ra i n fa l l 
f o r c i n g ) . T h e r ed l ines c o r r e s p o n d t o r esu l t s f r o m 
e x p e r imen t 3 (us ing T R M M ra in fa l l i npu t ) . 
There are considerable differences in terms of the 
partit ioning of the surface (fast response: on the scale 
o f a rainfall event) and drainage (slow response: on 
the scale o f days up to approximately one week) runoff 
components. This partit ioning is important because 
it modulates the amount o f water that is evaporated, 
stored in lakes, transferred to rivers, or stored in the soil 
(which in turn impacts the partitioning of net radiation 
at the surface into latent and sensible heat fluxes). In 
addition, the intramodel variability is the largest of all 
o f the land surface variables. These output fields have 
a very high degree o f uncertainty. This component o f 
the water budget is also the most sensitive to the pre-
cipitation input forcing. This aspect o f LSMs must be 
refined if such models are to be used for regional-scale 
water management over West Africa, or in order for the 
popular soil moisture memory question to be properly 
addressed using coupled models (e.g., Douville et al. 
2007). Increased surface runoff corresponds to reduced 
water recycling with the atmosphere, and it can impact 
the t ime scale and magnitude of this memory. 
It is difficult to evaluate the realism of the simulated 
turbulent fluxes at regional scales. Indirect methods 
are being used for large-scale evaluation, which were all 
based on using remotely sensed data. A sample of such 
work was presented herein. The A L M I P LSMs com-
pared favorably with aggregated surface flux data in the 
Sahel during the monsoon season over a 3-yr period 
for a given grid box. They are able to reasonably cap-
ture both the amplitude and the phase o f the observed 
changes. At the regional scale, the simulated surface 
b r i g h t n e s s t e m p e r a t u r e c o m p a r e d well wi th data 
from the satellite (which is a first step for assimilating 
such data into LSMs for operational N W P ) . Finally, 
estimates o f water storage from G R A C E show that the 
T R M M satellite-based precipitation product is more 
realistic than NWP-based forcing on the regional scale. 
This is currently the only method available to obtain 
reasonable estimates o f the subsurface water storage 
over the entire West African region aside from using 
LSM models (in an offl ine mode or using some form 
of land data assimilation scheme). 
P E R S P E C T I V E S . A L M I P is an ongoing project , 
and phase 1 at the regional scale is nearing comple-
t ion. However, f u r t h e r regional -sca le s imulat ions , 
experiments, and model evaluation will also be made 
as improved input data are made available. A L M I P 
phase 2 is scheduled to begin in 2009. This will focus on 
simulations for the three mesoscale supersites, in addi-
tion to several other local-scale sites (in Senegal, Ghana, 
etc.). There will be a special focus on semarid land sur-
face process parameterizations. Indeed, they are quite 
LSM-s imulated evapotranspirat ion, especially over 
the Sahel and areas slightly southward [which is theo-
rized to be the zone with considerable coupling with 
the atmosphere; e.g., Koster et al. (2004)] . In terms o f 
E C M W F forcing data, this corresponds to a several 
hundred ki lometer shift in precipitation compared to 
satellite-based data (and 6 0 % less precipitation over 
the Sahel than in the T R M M - m e r g e d satel l i te-rain 
gauge product f rom 2 0 0 4 to 2 0 0 6 during JJAS). Th is 
implies that special care should be used when using 
N W P , or reanalysis data, to force L S M s over West 
Afr ica for hydrological or meteorological studies. 
The A L M I P LSM simulations have moderate inter-
model variability. It is considerably less than found in 
fully coupled land-atmosphere models. T h e surface 
fields f rom A L M I P are a good proxy for evaluating 
the surface f lux components in terms of model im-
provements (Steiner et al. 2 0 0 9 ) or in G C M - R C M 
intercomparison exercises, such as the A M M A M I P 
(Hourdin et al. 2010) and W A M M E (Xue et al. 2010, 
submitted to Climate Dyn.; B o o n e et al. 2009) . T h e 
A L M I P fields are also being used in numerous ongoing 
atmospheric case studies within A M M A (e.g., in terms 
of convective initiation, dust storm simulations, and 
chemical deposition) and in operational N W P (e.g., at 
E C M W F ) . Finally, A L M I P outputs are also being used 
within A M M A to estimate the surface contribution 
for atmospheric water budget studies and to estimate 
the product ion f u n c t i o n s (evapotranspirat ion) for 
hydrological models. 
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diverse among LSMs and generally lack consideration 
of some fundamental processes specific to this region 
(reduced infiltration over dry, crusty soils, drought-
resistant plant species, lateral transfer of surface runoff 
from bare soil to vegetated surface areas, etc.). In addi-
tion, input rainfall will be based on dense observational 
networks, which should improve the realism of the land 
surface and hydrological simulations. 
Meteo-France is developing a new high-resolution 
version of Ecoc l imap over West Africa. T h e main 
drawback of the current version of Ecocl imap is that 
there is no vegetation interannual variability (which, 
in fact, is fairly typical of such datasets used currently 
in G C M and N W P applications). However, this vari-
ability is known to be part icularly large over this 
region (Philippon et al. 2007) . The new Ecocl imap 
should further improve surface flux estimates. This 
is important from a modeling standpoint because the 
observed vegetation interannual variability is corre-
lated with the precipitation over this region, notably, 
for the Sahel (Philippon et al. 2005) . It will also be 
available for atmospheric model studies. 
LSMs, which are able to simulate the life cycle of 
the vegetation, are increasingly used in GCMs. They 
will theoretical ly enable a more realistic feedback 
between the vegetation and potential increases in 
greenhouse gases in climate scenario studies. There 
will be a coordinated effort in A L M I P phase 2 to 
intercompare such LSMs on the mesoscale, which will 
be a first. A L M I P phase 1 focused on making a robust 
m u l t i m o d e l representat ion o f sur face processes . 
A L M I P phase 2 will also focus on improving the 
representation of such processes (for atmospheric and 
hydrological models). A L M I P phase 2 will be open to 
the general scientific community. Interested parties 
will be encouraged to participate. 
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APPENDIX A: INPUT DATA. Additional de 
tails related to the input forcing data are presented 
herein. 
Soil and vegetation model parameters. The Ecocl imap 
database (Masson et al. 2003) provides land surface 
parameters (albedo, vegetation cover fraction, surface 
roughness, leaf area index, soil texture, etc.) over the 
entire globe at a m a x i m u m spatial resolution of 1 km. 
It is intended for use by LSMs that are coupled to 
GCMs, numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, 
mesoscale meteorological research models, or hydro-
logical models. The vegetation phenology for a single 
representative annual cycle, at a 10-day t ime step, is 
derived from the International Geosphere-Biosphere 
Programme (IGBP) 1-km Advanced Very High Reso-
lution Radiometer (AVHRR) monthly normal ized 
difference vegetation index (NDVI) . 
Atmospheric forcing. The forcing variables have been 
interpolated to a 0.5° cylindrical, equidistant projec-
tion at a 3-h t ime step. There is a well-known spin-
down problem in terms of the simulated precipitation 
for the E C M W F model. The A L M I P forcing consists 
of a series of 36-h forecasts at 1200 U T C every 24 h, 
and the first 12 h are not used. In exper iment 2, 
EPSAT rainfall replaced N W P data for the monsoon 
months. W h e n either satellite-based radiative flux or 
precipitation data were missing, they were replaced 
by N W P data. In experiment 3, T R M M rainfall was 
used for all years (including spinup), and SAF fluxes 
were used from 2 0 0 4 onward (refer to Table 1). 
A P P E N D I X B: M O D E L SETUP. This section 
describes the LSM configurations for ALMIP. Please 
refer to Table B l for model references and scheme 
details referred to herein. 
LSM initialization and output diagnostics. All of the 
models performed spinup for 2 0 0 2 because initial 
conditions for each of the LSMs were not available. A 
single pass through 2003 was done as an adjustment 
year. The values of the prognostic variables at the end 
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of 2003 were then used as initial values for experi-
ments 1 and 2. Nine of the 11 models (except for IBIS 
and M S H E ) performed experiment 3. Model results 
were reported for all years, however, analysis focuses 
on 2 0 0 4 - 0 7 because satellite-based radiative flux data 
and the EPSAT product were available ( 2 0 0 4 - 0 6 ) . 
This period also encompasses the special observation 
perdio in A M M A . A number o f water and energy 
budget variables and diagnostics were reported at a 
3-h t ime step. The output variables and conventions 
are essentially the same as those outlined in Dirmeyer 
et al. (2006a): the outputs consist in energy budget 
diagnostics (such as surface heat, mass, momentum, 
and radiat ive f luxes) , water budget c o m p o n e n t s 
(runoff, evapotranspiration, and soil water storage 
changes), and prognostic variables (soil temperature 
and moisture for ALMIP; see www . cnrm.meteo . f r / 
a m m a - m o a n a / a m m a _ s u r f / a l m i p / i n d e x . h t m l for a 
complete listing of LSM outputs). 
LS/V1 options. Two models did simulations using two 
different options. ISBA used the force-restore and the 
multilayer diffusion (DIF) soil options O R C H I D E E 
replaced its two-layer soil approach (CHOIS) by an 
explicit, multilayer model. H T E S S E L uses the newly 
implemented hydrological updates ( T E S S E L was 
operational until recently), and C T E S S E L contains a 
new photosynthesis option. All of the LSMs used the 
same computational grid and atmospheric forcing. 
Several of the models used multiple tile options for 
these experiments because it is their default setting. 
This essentially amounts to an explicit treatment of 
each surface land cover type and aggregating the 
fluxes using weights based on spatial coverage within 
each grid box (in order to theoretically better repre-
sent the nonlinearity of the surface processes). Most 
of the LSMs use either a single composite or a double-
energy budget representation (explicit treatment of 
canopy and soil). However, a few schemes have unique 
treatments. C L S M computes three energy budgets 
based on soil wetness, while O R C H I D E E computes 
evaporation for different surface types overlying the 
same soil. IBIS also uses a similar approach with four 
distinct plant functional types, and it has the most 
detailed representat ion o f the canopy conta in ing 
multiple energy budgets. Finally, the M S H E model 
was designed for hydrological applications, and it uses 
a very detailed treatment of vertical, subsurface fluxes 
of mass and energy (utilizing 42 layers). 
L S M ensemble mean. Multiple simulations from the 
same model were first averaged to obtain a single 
representative result for a given model (e.g., ISBA 
and ISBA-DIF results were averaged to obtain a single 
ISBA representative result). This was done because the 
differences between multiple simulations by a single 
model were generally far less than the intra-LSM dif-
ferences: we did not want to bias the ensemble average 
by weighting one model more than another. 
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